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About CenSec

CenSec - Center for Defence, Space & Security - is the national Danish cluster
organisation for stakeholders within the defence, space and security industries.
CenSec has approximately 170 members consisting of Danish and international
SMEs, larger enterprises, knowledge institutions and research and technology
organisations.
CenSec’s members collaborate, innovate, and deliver products, services, and
knowledge to the value chains of the defence, space and security sectors.
As a member of CenSec, you will be part of a strong, growing network.
Through an international eco-system, CenSec supports our members in building
business, including expanding market knowledge, competencies and education,
as well as innovation and growth.
Additionally, CenSec works with prime contractors, system integrators, Ministry
of Defense procurement, logistic and repair agencies etc. to identify, develop
and recommend appropriate supplier and sub-contractor capability.
In October 2020, CenSec was appointed by the Danish Ministry of Higher Education and Science and Danish Board of Business Development to be the national
Danish cluster for defence, space and security in the 4-year period from 20212024.
CenSec is a member of Cluster Excellence Denmark and certified as a Gold Cluster by the European Cluster Excellence Initiative.
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Member competencies

The CenSec members are a group of professional and specialised companies, knowledge institutions and research organisations.
Our members offer products, knowledge and services of high quality and together they cover a wide range of competencies.
Scan the QR code to see the full list of competencies among our members (scroll
down on the website).

Hovedkontor
CenSec Silkeborg
Vejlsøvej 51, Building K
8600 Silkeborg

CenSec Vojens
Erhvervshus Sydjylland
Billundvej 3
6500 Vojens

CenSec København
Erhvervshus Hovedstaden
Fruebergvej 3
2100 Copenhagen Ø

CenSec Aarhus
Erhvervshus Midtjylland
Åbogade 15
8200 Aarhus N
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Team CenSec

Klaus Bolving
CEO
+45 5213 1540
klaus@censec.dk
Anders Laustsen
Project Development Manager
+45 5213 1542
anders@censec.dk

Mette Søndergaard
Communications Assistant
+45 3131 5376
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Office Manager
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Project Manager &
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Aalborg University

Aalborg University, AAU, offers education and research within
the fields of natural sciences, social sciences, humanities,
technical and health sciences. Aalborg University currently
consolidates and further develops its profile as a dynamic
and innovative research and educational institution oriented
towards the surrounding world.

Aarhus University - Department of Mechanical and
Production Engineering

Aarhus University, AU, is a modern university with appr. 8000
employees and more than 39000 students in four faculties; Arts, Business & Social Sciences, Health, and Science &
Technology. External grants account for 31% of the total EUR
885 mill income. AU bases its activities in three core activities: Research, Education and Collaboration. The recent focus
on the development of the engineering programs renders
AU a strong player in the areas Defence, Space and Security.

Aalborg University
Fibigerstræde 16
9220 Aalborg Ø
peter@mp.aau.dk
www.aau.dk

Aarhus University
Department of Mechanical and
Production Engineering
Inge Lehmanns Gade 10
8000 Aarhus C
oba@mpe.au.dk
www.au.dk

AC Defence

AC Defence
Vesterbrogade 149, 5.
1620 Copenhagen V
tl@acdefence.dk
www.acdefence.dk

ADMG

ADMG
Provst Lønstrups Vej 28
7500 Holstebro
kb@admg.dk
www.admg.dk

AC Defence has a long history in working both as a commercial agent and as a consultant within the defence-industrial area with an increased focus on Public Affairs support.
AC Defence puts the costumer’s need in focus defining tailormade solutions and support the costumer in all steps of the acquisition process.

ADMG – Advanced Digital Manufacturing Group - offers a
wide range of consultancy services with experienced specialists in digital manufacturing. We can assist in digitalizing your entire production to meet the strict requirements.
Also, in aerospace/defence industry. We are certified resellers of VERICUT and FASTSUITE Edition 2 and offer support and training in CAPTIA – as well as NC Programming.
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Advantis Engineering
Inge Lehmanns Gade 10
8000 Aarhus C
kdj@advantis.dk
www.advantis.dk

A.K.S Group
Stamholmen 71
2650 Hvidovre
kp@aks.dk
www.aks.dk

Alexandra Institute
Åbogade 34
8200 Aarhus N
mm@alexandra.dk
www.alexandra.dk

Almexa
Hestehavevej 22
5856 Ryslinge
pta@almexa.dk
www.almexa.dk

Advantis Engineering

Advantis is a mechanical engineering and development company that provides consulting services. We create value for our
customers through insight, reliable and continuous collaboration. We have 10+ years of knowledge within mechanical solutions. Advantis is your partner through the entire value chain.
From concept to design and production, we make custommade solutions with focus on innovation and optimization.

A.K.S Group

A.K.S. Group, established in 1924, is a leading supplier
specialized in producing complex metal parts for our international costumers. Our 25.000 m2 production facilities in
Denmark and Poland are equipped with state of the art machinery and are capable of producing precession sheet metal
parts, multi axis machining and turning as well as assembly
and product development.

Alexandra Institute

The Alexandra Institute helps public and private organisations
develop innovative, IT-based products and services based on
cutting-edge IT research. We are a non-profit company with a
mission to create value, growth and welfare in society. We
apply our skills in software, user involvement and innovation
methods to create technological solutions of commercial relevance with the aim of helping companies boost their business.

AlmexA

AlmexA is a Danish world class aluminum SME-company,
established in 1999. We develop and produce advanced quality aluminium solutions for companies around the globe. We
specialize in aerospace, defence, space and robotics where
international quality requirements are the highest. Our employees are highly skilled, and we continuously invest in state
of the art production technology and advanced software.
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Alpha Strike Labs

Alpha Strike Labs is an innovative security research company based in Berlin. We conduct vulnerability research,
discover new attack methods and develop solutions for
better attack detection. Especially the detection of potential external cyber attack surfaces by means of open
source intelligence (CYBER-OSINT) and global comprehensive internet scans are the focus of our research.

Amonyx

Amonyx develops advanced aerodynamics and high-lift wing
designs for aircrafts to enable Super STOL / eSTOL properties. By keeping a holistic and lateral approach to the development process and system integration we ensure innovative
and disruptive solutions. Our unique concept can be scaled
and integrated into a variety of platforms, e.g. fixed wing UAVs.

Alpha Strike Labs
Albert-Einstein-Straße 14,
12489 Berlin, Germany
office@alphastrike.io
www.alphastrike.io

Amonyx
Lufthavnsvej 6
6900 Skjern
am@amonyx.com
www.amonyx.com

Ampersand Associates

Ampersand Associates
Diplomvej 381
2800 Kongens Lyngby
okj@amper.dk
www.amper.dk

Analytic

Analytic
Ll. Sct. Hans Gade 26
8800 Viborg
mn@analyticinc.com
www.analyticinc.com

With our extensive experience in digital, sustainable,
and social transformation we ensure your success
with transformation, innovation, and design initiatives.
We rethink and improve innovation systems in organisations
and nations. We create transformative business with organisations. We deliver education through course providers. We deliver customized training to organisations.

The use of artificial intelligence, AI, is expanding in all areas,
and new AI techniques are developed every day. We
specialize in applying these new techniques to ensure
sustainable business improvement. The new technology will
almost always have an impact on the organization and the
strategy.
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Arbit Cyber Defence Systems
Immerkær 54
2650 Hvidovre
info@arbitcds.com
www.arbitcds.com

Atlantic Services
Storegade 53
8500 Grenaa
aam@atlanticservices.dk
www.atlanticservices.dk

Arbit Cyber Defence Systems

Arbit offers certified and accredited Cross Domain Solutions for high security networks. Our Data Diode and Gateway solves the challenges of running high security networks
and ensures seamless transfer of data. Customers primarily in Intelligence, Armed Forces, National Government, Police and Defence Industry. The Data Diode is nationally accredited for NATO COSMIC TOP SECRET and EU TOP SECRET.

Atlantic Services

Atlantic Services is a reliable and flexible consultant and salesand marketing representation company, with a deep knowledge of the Danish Defence, the Defence Industry and related
matters.
Atlantic Services today represents major US and UK defence
companies for sales on the Danish Defence and Security market.

Atos Denmark
Dybendalsvænget 3
2630 Taastrup
claus.larsen@atos.net
www.atos.net

Atos Denmark

Avian Digital Forensics
Applebys Plads 7
1411 Copenhagen K
jis@avian.dk
www.avian.dk

Avian Digital Forensics

Providing the relevant information to the right person at the
right time is a critical issue for defense organizations, in order
to counter new threats and gain the advantage in the digitized
battlefield. Atos design and deliver advanced high-end
systems to ensure efficient operations, from observation to
action. As a worldwide company we support defense organizations to use the power of technology to protect populations, enforce security and promote prosperity and peace.

Avian helps investigators and analysts gain insight into digital
evidence through easy-to-use technology from Nuix. We
work primarily with Law Enforcement, Intelligence and Defence organizations in Scandinavia. Avian is able to provide
insight into mountains of data at record speed and forensic
precision, making it easy for the user to visually investigate
multiple data sources, such as emails, documents,
file systems, media, network logs and packet data.
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Bionic System Solutions

Bionic System Solutions is an R&D company partly owned by
SDU. Competences are within advanced signaling, sensor infrastructure and artificial intelligence, focused on time-series
analysis and sensor control. We build sensor-technology and
IoRT infrastructure, combining Internet of Robotic Things
with AI and machine learning. Application focus is in two segments; machine maintenance and drone safety and control.

Bionic System Solutions
Østre Stationsvej 41p
5000 Odense
gn@bionicsystemsolutions.com
www.bionicsystemsolutions.com

Bolloré Logistics Denmark

Bolloré Logistics Denmark
Fredericiagade 21b
7100 Vejle
thomas.toubro@bollore.com
www.bollore.com

Brdr. Jørgensen Instruments

Brdr. Jørgensen Instruments
Hanne Nielsens Vej 10
2840 Holte
jn@brj.dk
www.brj.dk

Bolloré Logistics is a global top 10 logistics provider with offices in +100 countries. Aerospace/Space & Security/Defense are global key business areas, and we have more
than 1000 industry experts around the world servicing clients in these industries. In Denmark we have two offices
(Vejle and Copenhagen Airport) with a specialist team on duty
24/7 solving demanding local and global logistics challenges.

Brdr. Jørgensen Instruments is specialized in niche areas e.g. defense industry, with CBRN detection solutions,
weather prediction solutions and temperature and humidity probes and loggers among a wide range of industrial automation instruments. We represent Environics
OY and Vaisala OYJ and other well-known manufacturers
on the markets in Denmark, Faroe Islands and Greenland.

Burkhardt Andersen

100% in line with Werner von Siemens’ pragmatic
words from 1865: “Ideas alone have little value. An innovation’s importance lies in its practical implementation”, Burkhardt Andersen offers independent consulting and international knowledgesharing within High Tech.
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Burkhardt Andersen
Lille Strandvej 14a, 5. th.
2900 Hellerup
andersenprivat@hotmail.com

Capital E&I
Ledreborg Alle 128h
4000 Roskilde
jh@capitalei.com
www.capitalei.com

C. Corner Advice
Cypernsvej 1
2300 Copenhagen S
steen@corneradvice.dk
www.corneradvice.dk

Cedas
Christoffersvej 5
8960 Randers SØ
lbo@cedas.dk
www.cedas.dk

Celerium
100 N. Pacific Coast Highway
suite 230
90245 El Segundo, USA
lstevens@celerium.com
www.celerium.com

Capital E&I

Capital E&I advice companies wanting to enter or grow within
Defence and Security industries. Professional services within
“Marketing strategy and execution”, “Business Development
and network management”, “Technology, market and partner
scouting” and “Industrial Co-operations Contracts - Offsets”.

C. Corner Advice

C. Corner Advice assists and supports business development/goals, based on an analysis and discussions with the
client, in order to decide the strategy and potentially also
which tactical steps could be implemented next. In addition, C. Corner Advice provides the type of consultancy
within the Public Affairs area, which supports and advises
on “connecting the dots” between policy and business.

Cedas

Cedas has a passion for condition-based maintenance
on all kinds of machines, moving vehicles and technical systems. By using well known sensor data and Machine Learning, our software can detect changes in realtime in a normal machine process and the technical
management can interact. No more breakdown, downtime
or unnessesary repairs. Save money, ressources and time.

Celerium

Celerium is focused on improving supply chain cyber defense
within critical industries including the defense, aviation, and
automotive sectors. Its Cyber Defense Network (CDN) solutions help organizations of all sizes defend and protect
against cyber threats. The CMMC Academy helps companies
navigate CMMC and NIST 800-171 compliance requirements.
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CETA Cyber Defence

CETA Cyber Defence
Lautruphøj 1
2750 Ballerup
tli@cetacyberdefence.com
www.cetacyberdefence.com

Chocolate Cloud

Chocolate Cloud
Møllesvinget 31
8541 Skødstrup
daniel@chocolate-cloud.cc
www.chocolate-cloud.cc

CIS Technologies

CIS Technologies
Fabriksvej 5
8544 Mørke
tkr@cis-technologies.com
www.cis-technologies.com

CETA Cyber Defence offers cyber security services
and solution development for the Aerospace and Defence sector. Our Centera Cyber TI offers actionable
intelligence for client specific protection scenarios.

The Next-Generation Secure Multi-Cloud File Sharing & Storage
Solution. Our technology is not only patented: It is revolutionary! It allows us to spread data securely across multiple storage
locations. We are the only provider in the world to give clients the
choice of multiple file locations without compromising privacy.

CIS Technologies is a privately owned company with expert
knowledge and experience within turn-key system integration
solutions. Our products are exclusively used by law
enforcement, the intelligence community and military special
operations forces world wide in their efforts to combat
terrorism and crime.

Comcores

Comcores provides digital solutions for advanced communication systems. The portfolio includes Ethernet, timing and security solutions, as well as high-speed interconnects, chip-to-chip interfaces, complex radio components
and Ethernet transport solutions. Being an expert in
time-sensitive-networking and nano-second timing precision, Comcores can support your mission-critical projects.
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Comcores
Haldor Topsøe Allé 1
2800 Kgs. Lyngby
sales@comores.com
www.comcores.com

Confiware
Alsion 2
6400 Sønderborg
asp@confiware.com
www.confiware.com

Confiware

CrimTrack
Bolbo Villavej 8
2960 Rungsted
bsh@crimtrack.dk
www.crimtrack.dk

CrimTrack

CYBERCRYPT
Sankt Annæ Plads 13
1250 Copenhagen K
peterjerry@cyber-crypt.dk
www.cyber-crypt.dk

Damasec Global Group
Tempovej 27
2750 Ballerup
hf@damasec.dk
www.damasec.com

Confiware is providing cyber security consultancy services
for product development and system accreditation/certification in close collaboration with our customers and approving
authorities. Established in 2007 and with substantial track record within defence related security projects on expert level.

CrimTrack, founded in 2017, is a university spinout based on
the results of the FP7 project CRIM-TRACK – Sensor system
for the detection of criminal chemical substances. Together
with an end user we will develop an easy to use handheld
detector, which can detect improvised explosives and precursors. The Sniffer will add to the safety of the personnel
working to find and disarm bombs made by improvised explosives and search the laboratories where the bombs are built.

CYBERCRYPT

CYBERCRYPT is a leading provider of robust cryptography. We
help customers with secure product design and cryptographic
solutions in their current product development or future
versions of their existing products. Also we offer advanced
security reviews of products. CYBERCRYPT makes 20+ years
of extensive experience in cybersecurity and cryptography
from all over the world available to customers.

Damasec Global Group

Damasec is a company with a longstanding and global experince,
competence and capacity in the planning and execution of explosive ordnance disposal-, demining, physical protection solutions in the perimeter, building, rooms, security contracts
and defense equipment sales worldwide. The company was
founded by Denmark’s leading Counter IED specialists in order
to engage in national as well as international contracts and projects. Damasec is a known supplier to UN, NATO, DALO, various
police-/armed forces and several MoFA`s around the world.
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Danconsult

Danconsult offers a wide range of consultancy services - such
as advising companies regarding tenders for defence projects,
ensuring a targeted and professional result.

Danconsult
Rungsted Strandvej 171
2960 Rungsted Kyst
bo.ernstsen@danconsult.dk

Danimex Communication

Danimex Communication
Elholm 4
6400 Sønderborg
aat@danimex.com
www.danimex.com

Danish Export Association

Danish Export Association
Lysbrohøjen 24
8600 Silkeborg
export@dk-export.dk
www.dk-export.dk

Danimex Communication is an award winning distributor of
radio communications solutions and equipment throughout
the world. We offer a unique level of technical support and
a broad level of service from education and training through
site surveys to total project management that can be tailored
to each customer. We have years of experience supplying everything from hardware to turnkey solutions.

The Danish Export Association is a private, national association with 500 Danish companies as members – ranging from
small newly established exporters to large industrial organizations. The members are divided into networks according to
their line of business and market segments. This makes common export campaigning, export marketing and networking
amongst members possible.

Danish Homeguard Command

We contribute to the defence and protection of Denmark by
providing a credible and flexible capability to deliver military
volunteer forces that benefit society’s needs in all circumstances. We strive to be an attractive and credible military
partner for all who take part in the defence and protection of
Denmark.
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Danish Home Guard Command
Vordingborg Kaserne
Sankelmarksvej 26
4760 Vordingborg
hjv@hjv.dk
www.hjv.dk

Danish Institute of Fire and
Security Technology
Jernholmen 12
2650 Hvidovre
jfl@dbi-net.dk
www.dbi-net.dk

Danish Institute for Fire and Security Technology

DBI is one of Denmark’s leading knowledge centers covering areas such as physical and cyber security, emergency
planning and Business Continuity management and Resilience. Within these areas of expertise, we perform research and consultancy on the highest level - both for private and public organisations, institutions and authorities.

Danish Management Consult
Vesterheden 75
8800 Viborg
jovibeier@mail.dk

Danish Management Consult

Danish Technological Institute
Gregersensvej 1
2630 Taastrup
info@teknologisk.dk
www.teknologisk.dk

Danish Technological Institute

Dantherm
Marienlystvej 65
7800 Skive
raa@dantherm.com
www.danthermgroup.com

Dantherm

Danish Management Consult is an independent consulting company with more than 50 years of experience from military forces and civilian business, to include studies and cases, research
and development projects, military sales promotion etc. We
represent Schall GmbH & Co. KG and HETEK GmbH in Denmark.

We provide high-tech solutions based on current market
needs for the benefit of the individual company. We help
more than 12,000 small and large companies annually to
remain competitive and innovative. Since 1906, a robust
Danish Technological Institute has ensured high-tech progress for the benefit of the individual company and for the
continued development, growth and prosperity of society.

Our climate control solutions have supported military and humanitarian field camps for over 35 years, becoming the NATO
standard for field deployable mobile heating, cooling and drying
units with more than 30.000 deployed climate controlled units.
Complying with advanced NATO requirements, as well as ISO
9001 and 14001 standards, we work closely with tent and container suppliers to develop site-specific solutions that allow military camps, field hospitals and more function in all conditions.
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DC-Supply

DC-Supply produces, sells and leases mobile container
solutions for the civilian and military markets in the Nordic
region. We cover everything from standard container solutions to customized solutions primarily based on containers
or agency products. Our solutions are based on a high level
of technical know-how, superior workmanship and unique
customer service.

Deloitte

Deloitte provides audit & assurance, consulting, financial
advisory, risk advisory, tax etc. to public and private clients
spanning multiple industries. Deloitte serves 4 out of 5 Fortune Global 500® companies through a globally connected
network of member firms in more than 150 countries and
territories bringing world-class capabilities, insights and service to address clients’ most complex business challenges.

Dencrypt

Dencrypt provides secure mobile voice calls, video calls, and
messaging on smartphones for users in defence, government, police, and corporate organisations. The Dencrypt
Communication Solution applies our proprietary Dynamic
Encryption on all data in an end-to-end encrypted data
channel. This provides the ultimate security, preventing unauthorised access. Used by NATO and the Danish Defence.

Derant

Network Detection and Response based on advanced anomaly
and proprietary algorithms. With industry leading technology,
Derant detects and fights back highly advanced hackers, including state sponsored hackers, who have circumvented existing
defence technologies. Used by private and public organisations.
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DC-Supply
Virkelyst 8
9400 Nørresundby
info@dc-supply.dk
www.dc-supply.dk

Deloitte
Weidekampsgade 6
2300 Copenhagen S
nielpedersen@deloitte.dk
www.deloitte.dk

Dencrypt
Arnold Nielsens Boulevard 72
2650 Hvidovre
info@dencrypt.dk
www.dencrypt.dk

Derant
Nyhavn 16
1051 Copenhagen K
info@derant.com
www.derant.com

DFM
Kogle Alle 5
2970 Hørsholm
administration@dfm.dk
www.dfm.dk

Diluculo
Gammel Strand 40
1202 Copenhagen K
ma@diluculo.dk
www.diluculo.dk

DFM

DFM provides critical infrastructure to the Danish industry by providing traceability at the highest possible international level within metrology. DFM is designated to be
the Danish National Metrological Ianstitute and has an
obligation to conduct fundamental research within metrology and is at the same time, as a RTO obliged to share
knowledge and make sure that the knowledge benefits
the industry. DFM is DANAK accredited and ISO certified.

Diluculo

Diluculo is a Danish company specialising in Risk- and Crisis Management. This is done by implementing thoroughly
rehearsed methodologies backed up by best-in-class technology. We can draw on a wide network of subject experts
from mainly Israel and UK as well as technology developed
and tested in Israel and used all over the world. Our solutions are aimed at both the armed forces and rescue services.

Dolphitech
Studievegen 16
2815 Gjørvik, Norway
anders@dolphitech.com
www.dolphitech.com

Dolphitech

DroneDanmark
Slotholmsgade 7
1216 Copenhagen K
cgr@danskerhverv.dk
www.dronedanamark.dk

DroneDanmark

Dolphitech’s flagship ultrasonic technology platform, dolphicam2, is the result of more than 10 years of dedicated research
into ultrasonics and represents the leading standard for volumetric NDT. The dolphicam2 is capable of high resolution imaging and precise measurements for a wide range of material
types including composites, metals and multi materials. With a
straightforward, quick to deploy, user-friendly system, technicians of all experience levels can generate analysis-ready
images of materials in real time for quick decision making.

DroneDanmark is an industry association for everyone with
a business or political interest in drones. The purpose of the
association is to promote Danish and international conditions
for the use of drones and thus ensuring that Denmark
is at the forefront of the development.
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Drone Volt Scandinavia

Drone Volt in Denmark is a small growth company with 4
employees. The parent company is registered on the Paris
stock exchange and in total we have almost 40 employees
in Paris, Brussels, Lugano, Montreal, Seattle and Vallensbæk.
Drone Volt build drones designed to perform several tasks.
We are currently doing 4 basic drones and 3 different Hercules drones with payload capacity of 5, 10 and 20 kg.

DTU Space

DTU Space is Denmarks National Space Institute (NSI) and
the main Danish collaborator for a number of international
space agencies including ESA and NASA. The common denominator in NSI’s research activities is the application of satellites
for studying Earth and space physics and the development
of systems, methods and instruments which support
the activites.

Eagle Shark Cyber Defence

Eagle Shark Cyber Defence was founded in 2011 with a focus
on fighting terroism. Since then the company has grown and
now covers intelligence, physical security and cyber defence.
We are registered in Denmark, UK and the CEE countries. Via
our strategic partnerships we can serve our clients worldwide.

Ebicon

Ebicon advices in digitalization of organisations in the aerospace and defence sector. We know how to integrate processes
for mobilisation & preparedness, supply chain, maintenance,
configuration control, PLM and export control in ERP systems
(e.g. SAP, TeamCenter and others). Our senior consultants are
certified project managers, system experts and change coaches. We assist from small analysis to full scale implementations.
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Drone Volt Scandinavia
Park Alle 380A
2625 Vallensbæk
kim.larsen@dronevolt.com
www.dronevolt.com

DTU Space
Elektrovej, building 327
2800 Kongens Lyngby
na@space.dtu.dk
www.space.dtu.dk

Eagle Shark Cyber Defence
Frederiksgade 7
1265 Copenhagen K
ps@eagleshark.dk
www.escd.dk

Ebicon
Østerfælled Torv 3
2100 Copenhagen Ø
sdj@ebicon.dk
www.ebicon.dk

e-ducators
Borupvang 3
2750 Ballerup
@e-ducators.eu
www.e-ducators.eu

Elmatica
Hvidkærvej 23A
5250 Odense CV
torben.hajslund@elmatica.com
www.elmatica.com

Energy Cluster Denmark
Niels Jernes Vej 14
9220 Aalborg Ø
info@energycluster.dk
www.energycluster.dk

ESBEESHEADHUNTING
1) Foldegade 33, 1.
7100 Vejle
2) Lufthavnvej 151
5270 Odense N
3) Østre Fælledvej 8
9400 Nørresundby
sbs@esbeesheadhunting.com
www.esbees.dk

e-ducators

e-ducators is an independent consulting company providing
governance, risk, compliance (GRC) and training within cybersecurity & GDPR. We are specialized in helping companies to build
a holistic cyber defense using GRC and offer a wide variety of cyber services. We use recognized frameworks such as ISO 2700x,
NIST800, CIS20 and help prepare defense contractors for CMMC.

Elmatica

Elmatica has been a trusted supplier to the defence industry
for over 3 decades. Our experience, formal certifications and
approvals provide our partners with security. Elmatica is compliant with the rules and regulations for DFARS and approved
to handle documentation and deliver products under ITAR.
Elmatica is approved for the new F35-program and participated at the Celebration Rollout of Norway`s First F-35A, at the
Lockheed Martin F-35 production facility in Fort Worth, Texas.

Energy Cluster Denmark

Energy Cluster Denmark is Denmark’s cluster organisation for
the entire energy sector. Our vision is for Denmark to be a leading green nation in the development and demonstration of innovative and global energy solutions. Therefore, Energy Cluster Denmark is a neutral, value-creating and member-driven
innovation platform for establishing and facilitating innovation
collaborations between small and large companies, knowledge
institutions and public players throughout the energy sector.

ESBEESHEADHUNTING

ESBEESHEADHUNTING combines its well-established expertise
and extensive network for assignments in the Danish and International Defence & Security Industry. We master the transition from
uniform to suits and move military competencies into the civilian
environment and civilian expertise into the military/security segment. We find competencies such as Chairman of the Board of
Directors, Board Members, CxO, Project Managers, Site Managers,
and Specialists in Sales/Marketing, Production, Supply Chain, R&D
and Business Development. Your Human Supply Chain - anytime.
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ETOS Solar Systems

ETOS Solar Systems
Vinkelvej 12
6600 Vejen
na@etossolarsystems.com
www.etossolarsystems.com

Euro-Composites

Euro-Composites
2, rue Benedikt Zender (Z.I.),
B.P.24, L-6468 Echternach,
Luxembourg
pierre@euro-composites.se
www.euro-composites.com

Solar energy as Force Protection. ETOS Solar Systems subsidiary of Energi Innovation is an energy production company
operating in high-risk environments. We finance, build and
operate solar power plants + maintenance free energy storage systems on military bases without any upfront payments.

Euro-Composites, today one of the global leading manufacturers of lightweight composites products. Since its foundation in 1985 Euro-Composites has acquired a high level of
experience in composites within Aviation, Defence, Space,
Rail, Mechanical Engineering and Ship & Yachts. The manufacture product range consists of various types of honeycomb, panels, formed and/or machined parts as well as
ready-to-install parts for high-tech composite solutions.

Evergreen Aviation

Evergreen Aviation provides the innovative and sustainable solution to Strategic Air Infrastructure. Our solution replaces the limits of gravel/grass fields and eliminates the massive costs of concrete/asphalt engineering.
Evergreen Aviation provides the dustfree and deployable
helipad for any military og humanitarian operation worldwide. The dustfree environment is crucial for safe operations.

Flux

Flux designs and manufactures customized inductive components for space, high reliability and industrial power solutions
for demanding industries. We employ 300 people in Denmark and Thailand. Defence and Space products are manufactured in Denmark. Industrial and Automotive products are
manufactured in Thailand. Flux A/S and Flux International
Ltd. collectively hold certificates ISO9001, AS9100, ISO14001,
ISO45001, IATF16949 and ESA QML TFQ Certificate 364.
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Evergren Aviation
Kokkedal Industripark 2A
2980 Kokkedal
evergreen@evergreenaviation.dk
www.evergreenaviation.dk

Flux
Industrivangen 5
4550 Asnæs
lag@flux.dk
www.flux.dk

Folk & Sikkerhed
Klingseyvej 15B
2720 Vanløse
kontakt@folkogsikkerhed.dk
www.folkogsikkerhed.dk

Folk & Sikkerhed

Force Technology
Park Allé 345
2605 Brøndby
force@force.dk
www.forcetechnology.com

Force Technology

Folk & Sikkerhed (The People and Security Association) is the
largest defence and security association in Denmark, with more
than 75.000 members. As a bipartisan security policy organization, we are dedicated to provide strategic insights and policy
solutions to assist the Danish decision makers chart a course
toward a safer world and a more robust society. We organize
conferences, discussion meetings and debates and publish information, analyses and reports regarding defence and security.

FORCE Technology is one of the leading technology, consulting and service companies transforming highly specialized engineering knowledge into practical and valuecreating solutions for our customers, within areas such
as process automation, materials and testing technology, sensors and metrology, hydro- and aerodynamics,
simulation, energy, environment and structural integrity.

Forsvarsanalyse.dk
Erikstrup Mark 11
4660 Store Heddinge
hpm@forsvarsanalyse.dk
www.forsvarsanalyse.dk

Forsvarsanalyse.dk

GateHouse SatCom
Strømmen 6
9400 Nørresundby
gh@gatehouse.dk
www.gatehouse.dk

GateHouse SatCom

Forsvarsanalyse provides independent consultancy services
within security and defence. Forsvarsanalyse builds upon
42 years of experience in military operations, air defence,
military acquisition, military technology, command and control
systems, concept development, military education, academic
research, analysis and defence policy.

For more than 20 years GateHouse SatCom has provided the satellite communications industry with a range of
market-leading data communication software solutions
for commercial, governmental and military communication use. Our main areas of experience are satellite communication protocol stacks, frameworks, waveform components and test tools for advanced satellite communication.
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GLAUCUS

GLAUCUS
Sankt Annæ Plads 11
1250 Copenhagen K
christofferglaesel@glaucus.dk
www.glaucus.dk

GomSpace

GomSpace
Langagervej 6
9220 Aalborg Ø
alminde@gomspace.com
www.gomspace.com

Glaucus provides game-changing solutions and equipment
to defence and law enforcement agencies. Our main fields of
expertise are unmanned aircraft systems, unattended ground
sensor systems, tactical communication systems, advanced
operator equipment, small arms and ammunition. Glaucus is the system responsible manufacturer of the Forward
Repair System NATO (FRSN M/18). Website: www.frsn.dk.

GomSpace is a globally leading designer, integrator and
manufacturer of high-end nanosatellites for customers in the
academic, government and commercial markets. Our positions of strength include systems integration, nanosatellite
subsystems and advanced miniaturised radio technology.

Grundfos Holding

Grundfos is a world leader in pump solutions and a trendsetter in water technology. Our solutions supply drinking water,
treat and transport wastewater and bring heat and comfort
to wherever our customers neesd it. Our innovative products
secure high performance, ensuring maximum system efficiency, while our extensive service network is available nearby to
provide rapid and reliable assistance wherever it is needed.

Haderslev Business Council

Haderslev Business Counsil is a private business development association and facilitator of business networks. We
cooperate closely with the local community to fulfill covernmental needs for companies, and offer individual counseling within most areas like management, human ressources,
entrepreneurship, export, products, sourcing and financing.
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Grundfos Holding
Poul Due Jensens Vej 7
8850 Bjerringbro
amoellernielsen@grundfos.com
www.grundfos.com

Haderslev Business Counsil
Jomfrustien 27
6000 Haderslev
info@her.dk
www.her.dk

HMK Bilcon
Hadsundvej 295
9260 Gistrup
pje@hmkbilcon.dk
www.hmkbilcon.com

HMK Bilcon

HMK Bilcon is the Scandinavian market leader in manufacturing high-quality fuel tankers, fuel and water containers
and Expandable mobile healthcare clinics and hospitals.
We are also a subcontractor to Europe’s largest defense industries certified in armored steel and aluminum welding.
Our vehicles are produced in the highest quality according to ISO9001:2015, ISO3834-2:2005 and ISO14001:2015.

Homatic Engineering
Vittenvej 66
8382 Hinnerup
sd@homatic.dk
www.homatic.dk

Homatic Engineering

HORTEN
Philip Heymans Allé 7
2900 Hellerup
phv@horten.dk
www.horten.dk

HORTEN

HRS
Langagervej 3
4400 Kalundborg
jim@hrs.as
www.hrs.as

A consultant from Homatic Engineering makes a difference!
Offering more than 25 years of experience we know what it
takes to create business value and we provide a solid service
based on knowledge and insight. Our consultants are always
handpicked for the job securing a precise match on technical
and human skills and experience. We are specialized in these
areas: Software/embedded/IT, Hardware/electronics, Test/
approval and Datascience/-analysis.

HORTEN law firm is among Denmark’s leading law firms and
specialized in providing advice on all regulatory and business
law issues which are imperative to ensure compliant and
sustainable positions, contracts and transactions in the military
and security product sector.

HRS

HRS produces machined and welded parts for the
industry. HRS assembles productionline units and
does repair work and maintenance. Production for the
defence and security industry, we work directly for the
German defence industry and for the Danish Navy.
The Danish Military Intelligence (FE) has approved the
company and the employees working with defence related
products.
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HUBER+SUHNER

HUBER+SUHNER is a leading global manufacturer of components and system solutions for electrical and optical transportation of data and energy. We serve customers in the
Communication, Transportation and Industrial markets with
cables, connectors, cable systems, antennas and other passive
components relying on its expertise in radio frequency,
fiber optics and low frequency technology.

HUBER+SUHNER
Gydevang 39-41
3450 Allerød
kim.overballe@hubersuhner.com
www.hubersuhner.com

Hydra Cyber Security

Hydra Cyber Security
Husumgade 14, 2. tv
2200 Copenhagen N
jbsc@hydracybersecurity.io
www.hydracybersecurity.io

Hydrema Export

Hydrema Export
Gl. Kirkevej 16
9530 Støvring
defence@hydrema.com
www.hydrema-defence.com

Hydra Cyber Security is a Danish Cyber Security consultancy firm. We specialize in identifying and helping with
mitigating security threats through close collaboration
and personal interaction. Using our approach “Identify,
Mitigate, Repeat”, we perform security testing and assessments such as Assume Breach, CIS Controls and Cloud,
while sharing our knowledge with the company’s own team.

Hydrema is a modern, international group of companies
which develops, manufactures and markets high-technology
earth-moving equipment. Hydrema is a market leading supplier regarding mine clearing equipment and has delivered
mine clearing vehicles all over the world.

HYTEK

HYTEK is a dynamic provider of consultancy, training courses
and certification to ESA and IPC for the electronics industry.
HYTEK’s mission is to boost the competitiveness of electronic
industries by providing enhanced knowledge and higher
quality in manufacturing. HYTEK also possesses Scandinavia’s
most modern laboratory facilities and advanced measuring
equipment for failure analysis and test.
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HYTEK
Sofievej 61
9000 Aalborg
hytek@hytekaalborg.dk
www.hytekaalborg.dk

IBM Danmark
Kongevejen 495b
2840 Holte
casper.r.madsen@ibm.com
www.ibm.com/ibm/dk

idoc
Gasværksvej 24
9000 Aalborg
rh@idoc.as
www.idoc.as

IG Consult
H C Andersens Vej 60
9800 Hjørring
ig@igconsult.dk
www.igconsult.dk

ILIAS Solutions
Diplomvej 376
2800 Kongens Lyngby
contact@ilias-solutions.com
www.ilias-solutions.com

IBM Danmark

IBM is the only company in our industry that has reinvented
itself through multiple technology eras and economic cycles.
We do so for one reason: to create differentiating value for
our clients and for you, our owners. We are doing so again, in
an IT industry that is fundamentally reordering at an unprecedented pace. Today, IBM is much more than a “hardware,
software, services” company. IBM is emerging as a cognitive
solutions and cloud platform company.

idoc

idoc offers a wide variety of solutions within the defence industry, mainly within land, air, maritime and project management. idoc was founded in 2010 and has been a trusted
partner to DALO since. The culture of idoc is developed to
meet Armed Forces’ expectations, such as availability, functionality, and safety. idoc has built strong partnerships with
OEM-producers of military material globally and can provide
various solutions in areas such as design, constructions, documentation, and training. We can also help our partners to
create strong business relations within the military industry.

IG Consult

IG Consult provides value-adding consultancy services in Business Development and Implementation, including Quality Management Systems and digitization projects, that mainly aims at
Industry 4.0 and Lean Manufacturing. With an extensive experience from the manufacturing industry, primarily focusing
on high tech products to the Defence and Aerospace industry,
IG Consult acts as an advisor to the Management, supporting
critical and business sensitive areas like Project Management,
Project Implementation and Business Development Processes.

ILIAS Solutions

ILIAS Solutions delivers a commercial off-the-shelf software
suite to support military commanders in doing more with less.
The platform aligns operations and training with maintenance, supply and procurement. It provides the means
to assure effective execution of processes, captures key
information and enables military commanders to manage their defense capability in accordance with doctrine and budget. ILIAS Solutions is ISO 9001 certified.
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INVISIO

INVISIO develops and sells advanced communication systems
with hearing protection that enable professionals in noisy and
mission critical environments to communicate and operate effectively. The company operates under two brands, INVISIO and
Racal Acoustics, combining insights in acoustics and human hearing with broad engineering know-how in software, materials technology and interface. INVISIO headquarters are in Copenhagen
with sales offices in the USA, France, the UK, Italy and Thailand.

IPS-Group

IPS-Group is a Danish based global supplier of consumables
for surface preparation and treatment such as specialty
wipers, cleaners and degreasers. IPS has a vast range of
high-quality solutions to prepare surfaces before paint,
bonding or assembly. The solutions are designed to be used
for critical cleaning during MRO or OEM operations within
the aerospace, automotive or general industry.

JAI Overfladebehandling

JAI Overfladebehandling – also known as JAI-O – has for almost
50 years been one of the country’s leaders in surface treatment
of iron, steel, aluminum, magnesium, galvanized items and
plastic products. We solve demanding tasks in Industry, Electronics, Automotive, Aviation, Space, Defense, Environment
and Health. ISO 14001:2015, ISO 9001:2015, AS9100:D.

JARI

Johnstown Area Regional Industries is a nonprofit economic development organization and a devoted partner of the business
community in Cambria and Somerset Counties since 1974. Our
experienced team works to assist companies of all sizes and are
leaders in economic and workforce development. We provide
value-added services and connections to the right people in government, commercial lending, equity investing, real estate and
other regional, state and federal economic development groups.
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INVISIO
Stamholmen 157
2650 Hvidovre
info@invisio.com
www.invisio.com

IPS-Group
Hejreskovvej 22A
3490 Kvistgaard
cchm@ips-group.dk
www.ips-group.dk

JAI Overfladebehandlig
Sverigesvej 3
7480 Vildbjerg
hg@jai-o.dk
www.jai-o.dk

JARI
245 Market Street
Johnstown, PA, USA
lthomson@jari.com
www.jari.com

Kraken Robtics Denmark
Gammelstrand 44
1202 Copenhagen K
pkirkegaard@krakenrobotics.com
www.krakenrobotics.com

LogPoint
Bryggervangen 55, 4. th
2100 Copenhagen Ø
info@logpoint.com
www.logpoint.com

Lorenz Technology
Sivlandvænget 3
5260 Odense S
info@lorenztechnology.dk
www.lorenztechnology.com

LPM Production
Energivej 34
6870 Ølgod
lpm@lpm.dk
www.lpm-production.com

Kraken Robotics Denmark

Kraken Robotics is a world-leading marine technology company engaged in the design, development, and marketing of
advanced underwater sonars (SAS) and laser sensors. We
provide systems and subsea power solutions for Unmanned
Underwater Vehicles for military and commercial applications. We also provide end-to-end underwater survey solutions as part of our Robotics as a Service (RaaS) business.

LogPoint

LogPoint commits to democratizing data insight and making
the complex accessible. Our innovative SIEM, UEBA and SOAR
technologies accelerate cybersecurity detection and response,
giving customers the freedom to collaborate and the insight to
adapt and respond. We enable organizations to convert data
into actionable intelligence: supporting cybersecurity, compliance, IT operations, and business analytics. Our commitment
to quality and security is documented by our EAL 3+ certification. LogPoint is receiving stellar reviews from cybersecurity
professionals and is recognized by leading industry analysts.

Lorenz Technology

Our mission is to make all drones autonomous with AI-based
software. As a team of dedicated specialists pursuing the development of intelligent, versatile, and user-friendly drone software solutions, we continuously develop and innovate. Lorenz
Technology was founded in March 2017 by Lars Lorenzt and
Helge Munk to utilize the full potential of smart drone technology in terms of security, work efficiency, and sustainability.

LPM Production

A modern manufacturing company and highly experienced
supplier to the defence and security industry. We are specialized in component production in a wide range of metals and
other materials. Our strong competencies in advanced swiss
turn and five axis machining, as well as documentation to the
defence and security industry, make us an ideal partner. LPM
is certified according to ISO 9001, AS 9100 and ISO 14001.
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MB-Consult

Advisory on the use of military equipment, such as weapons
systems, ammunition, decoy and pyrotechnics.

MDSI

MDSI
Langebrogade 1B
1411 Copenhagen K
info@mdsi.dk
www.mdsi.dk

Meabco

Meabco
Richard Mortensens Vej 61
2300 Copenhagen S
info@meabco.com
www.meabco.com

MDSI was founded in 2017 by a group of people with a strong
military background in airborne combat operations and
command & control. MDSI develops and integrates Mission
Systems and provides Mission Services. By integrating and
networking ISR capabilities in large geographical areas with AI
and operational expertise MDSI provides customized situational
awareness support to both civilian and government operations.

Meabco

MB-Consult
Tjørnedalsvej 5
4100 Ringsted
mhb@mb-consult.dk

Meabco develops BP-C2 Medical Countermeasures to protect first responders, military and civil personnel from occupational or accidental exposure to radiation. BP-C2 effectively mitigates systemic and radiation injuries even when
given 24 hours post exposure. It has a wide therapeutic
window. Meabco has received RD grants from US government organizations to advance BP-C2 towards licensure.

Mercantec

Mercantec is a Vocational Education and Training Institution.
Center for Advanced Technology is part of Mercantec
and focus on new technologies and technical training. We offer a number of different technical and business vocational
educations i.e. it-supporters, data technicians, electricians
and automation. We also offer both standard and tailormade, high-end courses.
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Mercantec
H.C.Andersens vej 9
8800 Viborg
joha@mercantec.dk
www.mercantec.dk

MI-7 Defence
Copenhagen Airport
Mærskvej 11
2791 Dragør
mb@mi-7defence.eu
www.mi-7defence.eu

Mikkelsen Electronics
Havremarken 3-5
3520 Farum
info@mi-ec.dk
www.mi-ec.com

Military Equipment Denmark
Virkelyst 1
4420 Regstrup
info@med.dk
www.med.dk

MindRock Consulting VOF
Redemptielaan 78, 6213 JB
Maastricht, Netherlands
henning@mindrock.com

MI-7 Defence

A Danish-Norwegian security and technology company, formed
by a team of specialists for protection of valuables, weapons
and other things during transport, we use our own HYBRID
safety box system, manufactured in our own factory, the world’s
lightest and strongest safety product, approved for transport
by air. Through our use of new technology, technical solutions
with advanced IoT and more, we provide global tracking and
monitoring on land, sea and air. We work globally at all levels.

Mikkelsen Electronics

Mikkelsen offer you customized solutions in cable harness, box-build and moulding – a complete solution from
design, tooling, Xray, prototyping, testing and production.
Harsh environment? Not an issue! Low- and high-pressure
moulding protects against humidity, vibration, PCB design, pressure, chemicals etc. Small, middle or large-scale
series within standards such as IPC Class 3, AQAP (pending), ISO9001 and UL. Additionally: we are AAA-rated.

Military Equipment Denmark

We are a Nordic and Baltic defense and public security sector
adviser and supplier to worldwide clients. Our products and
services include a wide range of defence and protection equipment covering air, naval, and land. We are experts in building
and servicing shooting ranges as well as suppliers of shooting
range equipment and bullet catchers. We are specialists in
governmental and public procurement and know how to help
you fulfil any offset obligations in regards to the winning bid.

MindRock Consulting VOF

MindRock Consulting VOF is a Dutch management-consultancy
firm with Danish roots specialising in serving knowledge-intensive organisations within the Aerospace and Defence segments
that sell sophisticated technology and services to B2B and
B2G clients worldwide. We partner with clients to identify
their highest-value opportunities, address their most critical
challenges, offset obligations and transform their businesses.
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Mirit Glas

Mirit
Glas
Vi ser en løsning

Mirit Glas offers customized glass solutions for industry and
business. Since 1952 we have produced glass for the professional market according to individual needs. From high-end
vision solutions to safety glass. We supply glass from prototypes to large quantities throughout the Nordics and Europe.
Mirit Glas - We see solutions.

Mosgaard Consulting

Mosgaard Consulting provides advice, information, briefings and practical support, briefings and training on peace
and security issues with emphasis on conflicts in Africa,
the United Nations (UN), as well as Sustainable Development Goals. Advice and support to private companies
wishing to sell products and services to the UN. Our customers and partners include governments and security
forces, NATO, the United Nations and private companies.

Mirit Glas
Marielundvej 34d
2730 Herlev
post@mirit.dk
www.miritglas.com

Mosgaard Consulting
Flintevej 42
8800 Viborg
km@mosgaardconsulting.com
www.mosgaardconsulting.com

MW Group

MW Group
Borupvang 8
2750 Ballerup
casper.bulow@mwgroup.dk
www.mwgroup.dk

MyDefence

MyDefence
Bouet Møllevej 5
9400 Nørresundby
ddh@mydefence.dk
www.mydefence.dk

MW Group is a modern Nordic Defence & Security service
and solution provider. Our mission is to serve a strong society.
MW Group provides unique and robust technologies within
Secure Digital Infrastructure, Connectivity, Communications
and Perimeter Protection. MW Group provides critical support services and solutions to help public and private Defence & Security customers meet operational challenges.

Lighter, faster and more flexible. At MyDefence we work with
high-quality wireless product development as standard solutions and custom wireless turn-key projects. Interoperability
is a key word at MyDefence development team and we focus
on our customer needs where the reduction of Size, Weight
and Power (SWaP) serves as a force multiplier, enhancing the
efficiency and effectiveness of existing forces.
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NCS Fuel
Strømmen 6
9400 Nørresundby
sn@ncsfuel.com
www.ncsfuel.com

NCS Fuel

Necas
Juelstrupparken 9
9530 Støvring
necas@necas.com
www.necas.com

Necas

NCS is an established, reliable specialist in the provision of
petroleum, oils and lubricants (POL) and related fuelmanagement, logistics and financial services, in support of our customers’ operations in challenging environments worldwide.

Necas is your partner in customized Electronic Manufacturing
Service solutions. We have more than 30 years of experience
in manufacturing of electronic products, from advanced
defense applications to communication systems and
aerospace electronics. We supply at all levels - from modules
to complete retail packed products and systems. Necas is
certified according to: ISO9001, AS9100, EN2014/34/EU
(ATEX), IEC80079-34 – IECEx.

NeGSiS
Dag Hammarskjölds Allé 42d
2100 Copenhagen Ø
fbh@negsis.com
www.negsis.com

NeGSiS

Network Innovations Sweden
Norrtullsgatan 6, 5tr
11329 Stockholm, Sweden
contact.se@networkinv.com
www.networkinv.com

Network Innovations Sweden

NeGSiS is Next Generation Simulation Systems. We design
custom products and services based on innovative software and electronics, built to handle large-scale real-time
data. NeGSiS provides consulting, system integration, and
turnkey projects as well as long-term maintenance. Our
team consists of specialists that have engineered cuttingedge creative simulation solutions for more than 25 years.

Network Innovations Sweden AB offers satellite communication solutions to the Scandinavian market with focus on
Military, Government and Public Safety sectors. Products
range from satphones to VSAT terminals with airtime and
network services. Our specialists have experience to design,
build, and execute successful solutions for the unique needs
of our customers, enabling them to succeed. Anywhere.
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Niord Vendia Consulting

We focus on assisting B2B companies and government
agencies within three business areas: BA 1 prepares up-andcoming companies commercially and technically in doing
business in the defense domain. BA 2 focuses on representing
and partnering with international defense companies in
Denmark and Scandinavia. BA 3 provides Black Box solutions
and consultancy in the field of communications and surveillance solutions.

Nomotec

Nomotec provides a unique solution for handling heavy lifts,
pushes and pulls. Our solution can be used internally as well
as outdoors, it is off-road and can be mounted on most vehicles. Our mission is to make the work less physically stressful for you who transport, lift and handle heavy goods – often in one-sided repeated work operations, so you can focus
more on the tasks that give you and your surroundings value.

NORAD

NORAD is a Danish-based company delivering specialised
defence and security solutions to government bodies and
private companies. Key customers are e.g. the Defence,
Police, Special Forces Units, Customs, Airports and Security
Companies. Key areas of competencies are EOD, Protective
garments, NBC equipment, Security scanners and Search &
Surveillance. We aim for long lasting relations with our customers.

Nordic Radar Solutions

Nordic Radar Solutions is developing an Advanced Battlefield
Integrated Scoring System (ABISS) that is a world-class, standalone, commercial off the shelf-based radar system, that delivers real-time weapons scoring data to military clients when
operating in extremely demanding environments. The ABISS
captures multiple simultaneous attacks at different azimuth and
elevation angles. With the Danish Armed Forces as partner and
sponsor, Nordic Radar Solutions has currently developed the
first target scoring system for the RDAF shooting range at Rømø.
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Niord Vendia Consulting
Søvænget 1
9480 Løkken
uhp@niord-vendia.com
www.niord-vendia.com

Nomotec
Ellegårdvej 36
6400 Sønderborg
kb@nomotec.dk
www.nomotec.dk

NORAD
Grenåvej 955
8541 Skødstrup
lg@norad.dk
www.norad.dk

Nordic Radar Solutions
Stavneagervej 4
8250 Egå
contact@nordicradarsolutions.com
www.nordicradarsolutions.com

NorthStar Systems
Gåseagervej 6, 1.
8250 Egå
sales@nssystems.net
www.nssystems.net

Oculis Aliis
Johannes V. Jensens
Alle 52, 4.th
2000 Frederiksberg
pl@oculis-aliis.dk

NorthStar Systems

NorthStar Systems provides artificial intelligence and advanced technology solutions and services to help government
security and law enforcement agencies generate a higher
level of awareness, understanding, and strategic foresight
across a wide range of complex issues and environments.

Oculis Aliis

Provision of advisory and executive products based on
knowledge, insight and analysis to include e.g. generation of objectives, strategy, planning, execution and follow-up to achieve the set targets. High level civilian,
military and legal background and experience from working with and within both the public and private sector.

Odense Robotics
Munkebjergvænget 1
5230 Odense M
info@odenserobotics.dk
www.odenserobotics.dk

Odense Robotics

ODU Denmark
Industriholmen 82
2650 Hvidovre
sales@odu-denmark.dk
www.odu-denmark.dk

ODU Denmark

Odense Robotics is Denmark’s national cluster for robot, automation and drone technology. Our vision is to make Denmark an even bigger, better robot nation. We do this by accelerating innovation and sustainable development in the
industry. We offer companies opportunities to develop
innovative products and technologies, strengthen their
foundation for growth and gain insights into the industry.

ODU Denmark is a subsidiary of ODU, one of the world’s leading
connector systems suppliers. Connections from ODU ensure
reliable transmission of power, signals, data and media for demanding applications in future-oriented growth markets such
as medical technology, military and security technology, and
energy, as well as in established sectors such as industrial electronics, measurement and testing, and automotive technology.
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Orogenic

Orogenic
Stiftsvej 9
7100 Vejle
sales@orogenic.dk
www.orogenic.dk

PII Guard

PII Guard
Korskildelund 6
2670 Greve
msb@piiguard.dk
www.piiguard.dk

PlastPack Defence

PlastPack Defence
Maglemølle 21
4700 Næstved
je@ppddk.dk
www.ppddk.dk

Orogenic supplies batteries, chargers, and UPS systems of
high quality. Our highly skilled team, combined with a worldwide network, helps our customers finding the right solution
for every need. Our service team installs new equipment
and performs service on existing equipment. Orogenic has,
during the last 7 years supplied more than 330.000 batteries and 4.400 chargers to customers in the Defense,
Security, Reserve Power, E-mobility and wind segments.

PII Guard enables organizations to store, use, and share their
data across systems and platforms without security or privacy
concerns. PII Guard’s unique products protect data in such a
way, that the protected data does not reveal sensitive information. Yet, the protected data can be used for most purposes
(e.g. test, development, AI training, statistics, research, and
data warehouse) in the same way and with the same tools
as usual. Operations performed on protected data will reveal the same results as if executed on non-protected data.

PPD is a specialist company within developing and production
of light weight packaging solutions for hazardous, high
valuable and fragile goods like e.g. ammunition, flares, weapons and electronics. All packaging solutions are according
to military and international standards, such as DEFSTAN,
STANAG, MIL-STD and UN’s ADR. PPD represents world
known suppliers in the Nordic Region.

PLATH

PLATH is an international supplier of solutions for data-driven
crisis prevention. As a family-managed company based in
Hamburg, we provide our customers with innovative systems and products on the basis of nearly 70 years of industry experience – and help them make the world a safer place.
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PLATH
Gotenstraße 18
20097 Hamburg, Germany
info@plath.de
www.plath.de

Polyfa Consultants
Østergårdsparken 21
8410 Rønde
consultants@polyfa.com
www.polyfa.dk

Port of Aalborg
Langerak 19
9220 Aalborg Ø
mvo@portofaalborg.com
www.portofaalborg.com

Polyfa Consultants

Polyfa Consultants offers a wide range of consultancy services in
Denmark to assist firms in their response to invitations to tender
for defence projects. Polyfa can demonstrate extensive experience in the development and procurement of very large
projects sponsored by the Danish Ministry of Defence, on
behalf of the Danish Armed Forces.

Port of Aalborg

Port of Aalborg (PoA) is the northern most main land European port towards the Arctics. We have Sea, Rail and Road
transportation options and Air within 20 minutes drive. PoA
have a close cooperation with Aalborg University thus enabling technological research and development at a high
level. PoA are an Interforce member looking to support Defense, Space and Security companies go from Good to Great.

PwC
Strandvejen 44
2900 Hellerup
klaus.munch.kjoller@pwc.com
www.pwc.com

PwC

QuadSAT
Hans Christian Andersen Airport
Lufthavnsvej 151
5270 Odense N
info@quadsat.com
www.quadsat.com

QuadSAT

At PwC, we work to build trust in society and help solve important issues based on our knowledge within assurance, tax
and advisory. Our customers are from all parts of the business and public sector, and we have more than 2,400 employees and partners who are passionate about making a
difference for customers. Globally, we are over 250,000 PwCs
in 158 countries, and in Denmark we are the market leader.

QuadSAT delivers airborne antenna testing solutions creating safety in performance and connectivity of SATCOM
and RF systems. We provide flexible and cost-effective systems for testing- and calibrating performance of systems
such as SATCOM and radar. Our systems consist of pseudo-satellite and RF payloads integrated on UAVs – making it deployable anywhere at any time. The system is
fully automated with custom flight and testing software, ensuring repeatability and highquality data in a uniform format.
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Qvist IT

Qvist IT primarily supports the defense industry with
solutions and guidance within the following areas:
CMMC, ITAR, NIST 800-171 & DFARS. Additionally, Qvist
IT also delivers technical and security solutions for OT,
Cloud, and on-premise IT operating environments.

Refsnæs Teknik

Refsnæs Teknik offers advice in the field of air purification, both stationary systems and removable units.

RIVAL

At RIVAL we are up to something special and we have built
up a thorough competency in developing and producing critical and costly components to our customers. They
often come to us with non-simple jobs that demand exceptional competencies to solve. This involves mechanical production with and without framework agreements,
one-off components and larger projects, to which we take
on the full responsibility for e.g. testing and documentation.

Rohde & Schwartz Danmark

Rohde & Schwarz is a leading supplier of solutions in the
following business fields: Test and Measurement, Broadcast and Media, Secure Communications, Radiomonitoring and Radiolocation. Founded more than 80 years ago,
this independent company has an extensive sales and service network and is present in more than 70 countries.
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Qvist IT
Finsensvej 102
2000 Frederiksberg
rene@qvist-it.dk
www.qvist-it.dk

Refsnæs Teknik
Lerchenfeldvej 240
4400 Kalundborg
bjarne@refsnaes-teknik.dk

RIVAL
Svejstrupvej 23
8660 Skanderborg
ca@rival.dk
www.rival.dk

Rohde & Schwarz Danmark
Lyskær 3d, 1.
2730 Herlev
info.rsdk@rohde-schwarz.com
www.rohde-schwarz.com

Rubtec
Vågøvej 28
8700 Horsens
info@rubtec.dk
www.rubtec.dk

SAAB Nordic Defence Industries
Stenholmen 11
9400 Nørresundby
hn@ndi.dk
www.saabgroup.com

Rubtec

Rubtec is a production company that supplies the defence sector worldwide with high technology military products. Our rubber products are designed to be used under extreme conditions.
We supply spare parts for military tracked combat vehicles,
such as road wheels, track shoes and rubber pads for tanks and
armoured personnel carriers. Newest products are softmounts,
lead-free ammunition and gunrags for military vehicles.

SAAB Nordic Defence Industries

SAAB Nordic Defence Industries develops and produces
seamine disposal charges used from underwater drones.
We also offer our CNC capacities for prototyping, production maturing and production of small quantity series.

Satlab
Alfred Nobels Vej 27
9220 Aalborg Ø
saltab@satlab.com
www.satlab.com

Satlab

Scanfiber Composites
Niels Bohrs Vej 11
9870 Sindal
ebc@scanfiber.dk
www.scanfiber.dk

Scanfiber Composites

Satlab specialises in advanced radio systems for highly embedded applications. Our main focus is on customer-tailored
software-defined radio payloads for detection and surveillance
for nano/micro-satellites and UAVs, as well as communication
systems for S-band and higher frequencies.

Scanfiber Composites is specialized in the development
and manufacturing of ballistic protection and light weight
armour based on advanced fibre composites. Scanfiber has
references from a wide range of projects going from army,
navy, air force, police, special forces, relief organisations and
many others.
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Scania Danmark

Scania is a global truck and engine manufacture with sales
and service organizations in more than 100 countries. We
want to be the leading provider of sustainable transport. This
means integrating sustainability fully into the business and
working with others to tackle impacts, transform our industry
and create lasting value.

Scania Danmark
Industribuen 19
2635 Ishøj
henrik.tarris@scania.com
www.scania.dk

Section

Section
Bredgade 36C
1260 Copenhagen K
info@section.dk
www.section.dk

Seginova

Seginova
Rolshoejvej 1a
8500 Grenaa
gm@seginova.com
www.seginova.com

Section is a cyber security company specialized in reconnaissance and targeted cyber attacks. Our services are centred
on Social Engineering, and we apply a black box testing approach of conducting attacks from the outside of the client
environment, simulating real-world attack scenarios. We are
able to transcend the boundaries of attacks performed in cyberspace by offering targeted attacks in real space, thereby
expanding the attack surface to include any information asset.

Seginova provides advanced technical surveillance, monitoring solutions, advanced government training and international
consultancy to National and State Intelligence Departments
and LEA’s only. Through the groups in-house developments
and strategic partnerships with many leading security companies, we provide government agencies with customized
solutions based on their national security requirements.

Sepior

Sepior is a Danish startup company specialising in cryptography and cryptographic key management based multiparty computation. The company offers the worlds
first truly secure cloudnative key management service,
and also provides toolkits for applications such as wallets for PKI and cryptocurrencies (protecting signing keys).
Sepior is co-founded by world-leading cryptographers.
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Sepior
Inge Lehmanns Gade 10
8000 Aarhus C
info@sepior.com
www.sepior.com

Sharpen360
Hveensgade 5,1
8000 Aarhus C
info@sharpen360.com
www.sharpen360.com

Sihm Højtryk
Guldborgsundvej 3
6705 Esbjerg Ø
pd@sihm.dk
www.sihm.dk

SIMA Innovation
Lundsmarken 2
5792 Aarslev
sales@simainnovation.com
www.simainnovation.com

SKANACID
Lunikvej 7
2670 Greve
mail@skanacid.dk
www.skanacid.dk

Sharpen360

Started in 2007, Sharpen360 develops two IT solutions,
Guide and Trace. Guide is a process modelling tool helping companies develop consistent and accessible process
descriptions while maintaining cross-references to standards; and thereby reducing cost of compliance. Trace supports assessments & audits against maturity models, control
sets, and process sets, incl. CMMC, CMMI, NIST, SPICE, etc.

SIHM Højtryk

Sihm Højtryk is today one of the worlds leading manufacturers of high-pressure equipment to various applications,
such as surface treatment, waterjet cutting and hydrostatic pressure test. A long and proven reference list act
as testimony that Sihm Højtryk has been a reliable business partner through the last 30 years. We provide professional high pressure solutions for every need also yours.

SIMA Innovation

It lies in our name, it´s our DNA: INNOVATION. Since 2007 we
have developed and manufactured a huge number of state of
the art, robust, reliable solutions, whether it’s Ringmounts,
Swingarms, Rotate & Tilt Units or pedestals and have supported
a huge number of armed/special forces. Our solutions are modularized and can be tailored to satisfy customer needs as we
design for land, air and sea, basically for every need. Our latest
development is the combat proven and highly effective hybrid
between a Ringmount and a RWS, the REMOTE RINGMOUNT.

SKANACID

SKANACID represents some of the most recognized brands,
assisting them with marketing, sales and Tendering. We are
offering Defence and Law enforcement entities, a loyal and
hardworking partner, that understands their challenges. Founded in 1947, with the same Brands for many decades, SKANACID
demonstrates an extensive experience, in successful work in
this sector. We operate in Denmark and other NATO countries.
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Sky-Watch

Sky-Watch
Østre Allé 6
9530 Støvring
info@sky-watch.com
www.sky-watch.dk

Space Composite Structures Denmark

Space Composite
Structures Denmark
Beldringevej 252
5270 Odense N
contact@scsdk.dk
www.scdk.dk

Sky-Watch is among the most innovative companies in the
drone industry. We offer our vast accumulated know-how
within sensor fusion to our partners, in the pursuit of finding
new ways to solve tomorrows challenges. We specialize in
developing and manufacturing advanced autonomous sensor
technologies for defense, law enforcement, and emergency
management.

Keep the quality and lower the cost. Composites structures for Space applications: Design, engineering, inhouse manufacturing, verifications & integration support.

Space Inventor

Space Inventor
Nybrogade 14, st
9000 Aalborg
karl@space-inventor.com
www.space-inventor.com

Stauning Lufthavn

Stauning Lufthavn
Lufthavnsvej 6
6900 Skjern
chef@ekjv.eu
www.stauning-lufthavn.dk

Space Inventor is a satellite engineering company set up by a
team of some of the most experienced nanosatellite engineers
and entrepreneurs in the industry. The team has designed and
built complete satellites as well as missions and satellite components since the early 2000s. We provide a standard product range
as well as mission tailored components and complete systems.

Stauning airport was established in 1965 and is an IMC airport
with the Aerodrome Flight Information Service (AFIS)
with a 1,999 meter runway (1,450 meter asphalt). In autumn
2017, a drone school was opened on the premisis and
the airport continues to develop in order to offer new and
better testfacilities for UAVs.
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Sternula
Niels Jernes Vej 10
9220 Aalborg Ø
lars@sternula.com
www.sternula.com

Stjerne-Chrom
Smedevænget 16b
4700 Næstved
kenneth@stjernechrom.dk
www.stjernechrom.dk

Sternula

Sternula offers secure satellite-based connectivity for maritime digital services. Sternula is building its own fleet of micro
satellites with the first satellite in Polar orbit from 2022. The
connectivity solution is based on the new VHF Data Exchange
(VDES) standard, an extension to the popular AIS technology.

Stjerne-Chrom

Stjerne-Chrom is a family-owned company founded in
1947. Our customers are mostly SME industrial companies, with very specific requirements and wishes for their
surface treatment. We place great emphasis on the environment, working environment and quality, and are certified according to ISO 9001: 2015, ISO 14001: 2015 and ISO
45001: 2018.. We have our own laboratory, where we perform tests and quality checks to verify that our products
live up to the individual customer’s specific requirements.

Szpirt & Company
Bredgade 35d
1260 København
fs@szpirt.com
www.szpirt.com

Szpirt & Company

Tardigrade Tactical
Gisselfeldvej 8
2665 Vallensbæk Strand
info@tardigradetactical
www.tardigradetactical.dk

Tardigrade Tactical

Szpirt & Company enables CenSec member companies to
achieve growth and impact. From our office in Bredgade, Copenhagen, we cater to Danish and international clients in the
Security, Defense, Logistics and Aerospace sectors, in Denmark
and abroad. We advise and deliver on all aspects of Communications and PR, Public Affairs and Government Affairs,
and we facilitate partnerships and Business Development.

Here at Tardigrade Tactical we specialize in design and
manufacturing of textile products. We offer OEM solutions, and we believe that high-end hardware deserves a
high-end, textile based solution, that connects the hardware to the end-user. And that is what we can do for you:
make sure that your product fits onto the end-user, in
a way that enables your product to perform optimally.
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Technical University of Denmark

Technical University of
Denmark
Juliane Maries Vej 30
2100 Copenhagen Ø
www.dtu.dk

TEKNIQ Arbejdsgiverne

TEKNIQ Arbejdsgiverne
1) Paul Bergsøes Vej 6
2600 Glostrup
2) Billedskærevej 17
5230 Odense M
elo@tekniq.dk
www.tekniq.dk

Technical University of Denmark is recognized as a leading
university in the areas of the technical and the natural sciences, renowned for our business-oriented approach, our focus on sustainability, and our amazing study environment. We
continue to set new records in the number of publications,
and persistently increase and develop our partnerships with
the industry.

TEKNIQ Arbejdsgiverne is an employer and business association for electricity, plumbing and metal industry. We
are the third largest organization of the Danish Employers Association. We represent appx. 4,100 member companies. The industry employs 55.000 people, and the total annual turnover amounts to appx. DKK 60 billion. We
negotiate collective agreement and offer a wide range of services to our members, such as legal advice, rules, and guidance in the field of installation, technical support, and advice.

Teleanalyse

We provide independent consultant services in telecommunications. With more than 30 years of experience, we assist
in a range of projects. Our main activities cover: network
design, protocol analyses and security, system integrity and
reliability test, RF, EMC and EMP equipment engineering.
Teleanalyse participates in international standardization,
with special focus on the 3GPP standards, 5G, and IoT.

Terp Consult

Terp Consult is an independent consulting company with
more that 40 years of military experience dedicated to
delivering professional business development. Our core services are centred on representation and support of foreign
companies in their response to tenders for Danish Defence
projects. We represent Nammo A/S; BAE Systems Bofors AB;
SSZ Camouflage Technologies AG and INTRACOM Defence
Electronics, IDE.
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Teleanalyse
Ravnsbjergvej 7
3400 Hillerød
torben.rune@gmail.com
www.teleanalyse.com

Terp Consult
Lærkevej 3
6840 Oksbøl
terp@terpconsult.dk

Toma Consult
Østergade 25f
7870 Roslev
tb@tomaconsult.com
www.tomaconsult.com

Toma Consult

Topmark Trading
Sønderport 52
9670 Løgstør
topmark@topmark.dk
www.topmark.dk

Topmark Trading

Trier Industries
Lundvej 34-36
8800 Viborg
pv@t-i.dk
www.trierindustries.dk

Trier Industries

Trusted
Ballevej 2a
8600 Silkeborg
hello@trustedglobal.com
trustedglobal.com

Toma Consult – Your Company Leverage – Avoiding
‘Sisyphean tasks’. Our mission is value-adding Management
Consulting on world class performance level. Especially high
competence and long time experience related to national
and international Defense-, Aerospace-, Security-, Automotive-, Wind Power-, Medical- and other industries with high
requirements regarding HSEQ management/performance.

Topmark Trading has for 28 years been a supplier to the Danish police and the Scandinavian defense. Topmark Trading
operates in several segments. These include weapon parts to
both the police and defense, as well as gas masks. We have
agencies on both blank and live ammunition for defense and
police and also for flares to the Scandinavian defence.

Trier Industries is an experienced machining supplier,
with recognised expertise in the processing of aluminium,
hightensile steel, steel and other metals. We offer production
system supply by processing subsystems and manufacturing
complete units.

Trusted

Trusted is specialized in IoT tracking solutions with advanced data visualization and analysis for equipment, vehicles, and machinery. Our battery-powered data loggers
are built to work in extreme environments for years with
smart sensors protected by robust and waterproof hardware. Gain valuable visibility, improve efficiency, and reduce costs with a precise online overview of your assets.
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United Military Services

United Military Services
Virkelyst 1
4420 Regstrup
pwh@ums.as
www.ums.as

University of Southern Denmark

University of Southern
Denmark
Campusvej 55
5230 Odense
mbi@sam.sdu.dk
www.sdu.dk

United Military Services is the provider of efficient and costeffective maintenance, repair and modification services of all
types of military vehicles and services for advanced electronic
systems, worldwide. Our services also includes spare parts for
a vast variety of military vehicles, both tracked and wheeled.

At Univeristy of Southern Denmark’s Faculty of Engineering researchers cooperate with a wide array of organizations. SDU’s Unmanned Aerial Systems Centre is investing
considerable resources in the growth of the UAS industry in
Denmark through the implementation of a UAS composite
lab, systems integration lab and 3D RADAR to facilitate research in aerial robotics, sense and avoid technology, and
reliable communications for UAS command and control.

UPTEKO

UPTEKO is developing a completely automated unmanned aerial system (UAS), efficiently solving critical
challenges of harsh environments. The system is multipurpose drone technologi hardware system, that can operate autonomously but also be controlled by an operator.

UXV Technologies

We are experts in designing, developing, and producing
OEM components with a basis in adaptive platforms within
command and control systems, sensors, defence robotics, and electronics. This enables our customers and partners to get customized components branded and designed
in their own style and have them seamlessly integrated.
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UPTEKO
Ørstedsvej 10
8660 Skanderborg
benjamin.mejnertz@upteko.com
www.upteko.com

UXV Technologies
Brogrenen 7
2635 Ishøj
sf@uxvtechnologies.com
www.uxvtechnologies.com

Vejle Yacht Service
Knud Højgaardsvej 18
7100 Vejle
thomas@vys.dk
www.vys.dk

VENZO
Hejrevej 34D
2400 Copenhagen NV
lan@venzo.com
www.venzo.com

Viborg Innovation Fond
Skottenborg 12-14
8800 Viborg
info@viborginnovationsfond.dk
www.viborginnovationfond.dk

Voxen Technology
Bakkegårdsvej 306A
3050 Humlebæk
jem@voxentechnology.com
www.voxentechnology.com

Vejle Yacht Service

Through 20 years, we have developed our skills regarding
vacuum infusion, prepress epoxy, carbon products, green
technology in composite work and the use of environmentally friendly products and technologies. We have developed
from being a high-end boat builder in the racing segment and
transformed into an industrial business where we also function as a sub supplier for the industrial market . VYS consists
of highly specialized boatbuilders and composite specialists.

VENZO

VENZO is a human-centric digital transformation and innovation brand founded in 2007 and based in Copenhagen, Bagsværd and Aarhus. We cooperate with key suppliers, partners and customers in the IT industry. We advise
organizations - public and private - on digital strategy, transformation and security and deliver experiences, products
and services that help our customers realise their vision.

Viborg Innovation Fund

We are a member network that offers advantages for companies. Our members benefit from sharing knowledge and contacts in a network based on trust.

Voxen Technology

Voxen Technology offers multi-axis CNC machining to customers and partners at all stages from Concepting, Development,
Launch preparation and Commercialization. The company
is ISO 9001, AS9100D certified and ITAR registered. With its
unique focus on quality and delivery performance the company is a leading provider of prototypes, single orders, and
series production to local and global customers. US Magazine
Manufacturing Technology Insights appoints Voxen Technology “Top Emerging CNC Machining Company in Europe 2021”.
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VRPilot

VRpilot develops and supports virtual reality-based training
solutions for mission critical applications, such as aircraft pilot
education and recurring training, education of maintenance
staff and repair/maintenance of complex technical equipment.
We have delivered training solutions for the RDAF as well as for
commercial airlines and pilot academies. All employees have
extensive experience from the Aerospace and Defense industry.

VRPilot
Skavholmvej 3B
8520 Lystrup
dau@vrpilot.aero
www.vrpilot.aero

Wasabi Networks

Wasabi Networks
Klavs Nebs Vej 21
2830 Virum
sb@wasabinetworks.com
www.wasabinetworks.com

Weibel Scientific

Weibel Scientific
Solvang 30
3450 Allerød
main@weibel.dk
www.weibel.dk

Wiley X

Wiley X
Søndergade 8-10
7570 Vemb
lr@wileyx.eu
www.wileyx.eu

Wasabi Networks allows companies to fully understand
what goes on in their network. For Cybersecurity and for ensuring network performance, 100 % network visibility and
traffic history is needed to make sure that no piece of the
puzzle is missing, when SecOps/NetOps need to take action. Our focus is on providing exactly the right information - fast - to speed up understanding and ensure effective
resolution and prevention of network and security issues.

Weibel Scientific is dedicated to developing and manufacturing state-of-the-art radars based on Doppler technology.
We have invested more than $50M in modern electronic research and development, and we have delivered more
than 5000 radars to more than 45 countries. As the leading
global producer and exporter of Doppler radars, we guarantee superior high-tech products, today and in the future.

Wiley X was established in 1987 with a determination to
create the world’s best protective gear. As pioneers in protective eyewear, we believe there’s a singular way to make
gear for the world’s harshest environments. Decades of innovation and design refinement have taught us that you
never cut corners and you don’t let up. That’s the only way
to ensure our products continue to inspire confidence.
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WILLBRANDT Gummiteknik
Grønlandsgade 9
4690 Haslev
jfa@willbrandt.dk
www.willbrandt.dk

ZAFEHOUZE
Vibeholms Allé 16, 1.
2605 Brøndby
nea@zafehouze.com
www. zafehouze.com

ZigNatur Training
Herredsvejen 2
3400 Hillerød
kf@zignaturtraining.dk
www.zig-defence.dk

ZyberSafe
Erik Husfeldts Vej 7
2630 Taastrup
info@zybersafe.com
www.zybersafe.com

WILLBRANDT Gummiteknik

We specialize in applications regarding shock and vibration
control. We supply shock and vibrations mounts for military
installations of high demands. We have our own inhouse test
facilities where we carry out vibration tests. Our engineers
can calculate and supply all necessary documentation. We
also supply rubber, polyurethane, and other elastomer products such as expansion joints, gaskets and sealings. We always
offer high-quality products according to newest standards.

ZAFEHOUZE

Our solution ‘ZafePass’ is the swiss-army knife of access to any
IT/OT/IoT resource, service, application and/or data created
with a security focus not matched in any other solution. A multipurpose solution external adversaries cannot compromise
from a technology perspective, using default-deny, null-state
and advanced obfuscating techniques, ZafePass allows only
explicit access and is immune to hacking tactics, techniques
and procedures. A ZafePass license owner will have full control
over users and how applications/services/data are consumed.

Zignatur Training

ZigNatur Training is supplier of equipment for military,
police, hunting- and sports branches. We market selected
products from some of the leading producers. Products that
are based on clear principleas of functionality and quality.

ZyberSafe

ZyberSafe is a Danish Encryption Provider founded in 2014. Our
vision is to build trust for people and organizations while communicating. Our mission is to provide market leading encryption solutions for data in motion with a unique key management
technology for simple and uncompromised security at wirespeed. Our research, design and production is done in Denmark.
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>>> Be part of a strong alliance
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